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Abstract
Many companies invest large amount of money in developing new technology, without
knowing how it will be used. To succeed in making these technologies useful it is
necessary to understand the context that gives meaning to the artifact. In the case of
generic products, especially in new domains, the context is not obvious.
This bachelor thesis analyses what Usability Engineering, Participatory Design
and Ethnography can contribute to the problem of learning about the context of usage
for generic artifacts. Understanding and identifying details of context is considered to be
important to achieve usability in software development. The experience is that most
recommendations on usability methods concern situations of specific users in a specific
context. In order to find important aspects of the real-world use of generic products, we
suggest that ethnographic studies can be conducted in contexts where behaviors relevant
to the design are thought to be found.
The problem of not knowing the context was experienced in usability work
practiced in a large software engineering project. The project task was to develop a web
browser for Symbian's “Quartz” reference design for handheld devices. Methods used
were taken from participatory design and usability engineering.

Keywords
Usability, utility, large software engineering project, user-centred design, ISO 13407,
ethnography, participatory design, usability engineering, PDA, web browser, Symbian
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Introduction

Introduction
As students at Blekinge Institute of Technology participating in the programme People,
Computers and Work (Människor Datateknik Arbetsliv, MDA) we write during our
third year this bachelor thesis. The MDA programme focuses on design and
development of IT-systems in such way that they create advantageous conditions for
people’s commitment and creativity. The programme is interdisciplinary, with students
studying both Human Work Science and Software Engineering. The two departments
IAM1 and IPD2 give the courses of the programme. The organizing of the teaching is
distinguished by a close integration of the two subjects and a problem-based, projectoriented educational approach. The MDA programme interplays closely with the
research and post-graduate studies performed in the research area.

Connected research areas
The core focus on the research at the IAM department is on human interaction with IT
through the practical, everyday activities of work. The objective of the department is to
integrate detailed studies of the social organisation of work and work practices with the
design and development of information technology. The two central research areas are:
• Human Work Science
• Techno Science Studies.

1
2

The Department for Work Science and Media (IAM, Institutionen för Arbetsvetenskap och Mediateknik,)
The Department for Software Engineering and Computer Science (IPD, Institutionen för Programvaruteknik och Datavetenskap.)
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The research in computer science at the IPD department is focused around four main
areas:
• Software engineering and Software architectures
• Open distributed systems, mainly based on agent technology
• Multiprocessors and real-time systems
• Use-oriented design and development of software

The research covers a broad spectrum from hardware issues up to high-level software
design issues. Most of the research projects involve industrial co-operation with one or
several companies.

This thesis
In our third year we participated for ten weeks in a large software development project.
The project, named Zimbia, lasted for 20 weeks and consisted of a group of thirteen
software engineer students from the software engineering programme. The task of the
Zimbia Project was in purpose of research to develop a web browser for Symbian's
reference design “Quartz” from an open source engine. The project was carried out
under realistic circumstances where factors like costs and time were of great
importance.
In the project we, the authors, conducted usability work focused on designing the
graphical user interface of the web browser. During the project we experienced
difficulties of finding important aspects of the real-world use, since there was no
obvious context to learn from. This thesis treats the problem of learning about the
context of generic products such as the web browser. The experiences from the Zimbia
Project are used to reflect upon the problem. We also analyse how the research areas
Participatory Design and Ethnography can be used in usability work in order to deal
with this issue. The details of the designed user interface of the web browser will not be
described or discussed to any great extent.
The thesis is divided into three parts. We begin in Part I by describing the project,
its task and preconditions. In Part II the process and methods of designing the user
interface are described and reflected upon. Finally, in Part III, we analyse the problem
of designing useful generic artifacts and take the discussion further by analysing
available usability approaches from a general design perspective.
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In our third year we participated for ten weeks in a large software development project
together with a group of thirteen software engineer students from the software
engineering programme. The task of this large software project was in purpose of
research to develop a web browser for Symbian's “Quartz” reference design from an
open source engine.
During their third year the
students

on

the

Software

Engineering programme take the
course Large Team Software
Engineering

Project.

In

the

course, the students take part in
projects consisting of about 15

The Zimbia Project at Symbian.

students and comprises 20 weeks and about 12 000 man-hours. A local company acts as
customer and supplies the project with premises and necessary equipment. The
requirement to deliver a good result in the estimated time is realistic and one of the
course’s main purposes. For support and mentorship the project has access to a “HoD”,
Head of Department. The HoD is a person with good experience of system development
and project management. The purpose of the whole course is to establish an industrial
approach to software development, based on undertaking culture, project and quality
planning.
The course consists of the following elements:
• Undertaking culture, group undertakings.
• Prestudy, target analysis, activity analysis and analysis of alternative solutions.
• Quality assurance of software, inspections and reviews.
• Quality standards, ISO 9000-3, project reviews.
• Project organisation, project management.
• Documentation systems. Large-scale system documentation.
• Iterative deliveries, version handling.
• Test planning, basic test, system test.
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The MDA programme and the Software Engineering programme are given the
opportunity to cooperate in this course. The two different educations and competences
are mixed. The students learn from each other and exchange different experiences. One
of the five large team software engineering projects dealt with applications for handheld computers and was hosted by Symbian.

Symbian
Symbian is a multinational telecom company focused on establishing a mass market for
Wireless Information Devices. Symbian develops the operating system EPOC for
handheld devices, which supports many standards within the industry, such as WAP,
Bluetooth and Java. Symbian was established by Ericsson, Motorola, Nokia and Psion
in 1998, with Matsushita (Panasonic) joining as a shareholder in 1999. The company
employs more than 700 employees at offices in San Francisco, London, Cambridge,
Ronneby and Japan. The local Symbian office in Ronneby focuses in Quartz application
software development and has special interests in usability. During the spring of 2001
Symbian released version 6.0 of their EPOC platform where most of the included
applications are developed at the office in Ronneby.

Project task
The large software project “Zimbia” consisted of thirteen software-engineer students
and two MDA students, the authors of this degree project report. We participated fully
in the project the first ten of the twenty weeks that the project lasted. The task was to
develop a web browser for EPOC, for research purposes from open source engine3. In
the task specification, Symbian also fuzzily requested a usability approach in the user
interface design. The application to be developed should be usable and have a userfriendly interface. There was no specification or requirements about whom it was
supposed to be usable for, and no definition of the context in which it was intended to
be used.

3

The part of the browser that render the web pages.
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Head of

Customer

Course

Department

(Symbian)

Responsible

Zimbia Project
Management Group
Quality

Chief Software

Coordinator

Architect

Project
Manager

Test

UI

Architect

Responsible

Project Members

Project organisation
One of the requirements in the course "large team software engineering" was to appoint
the predefined roles project leader, software architect, test architect and quality
coordinator. During planning of the forthcoming work we distinguished four main
responsibility areas, which subsequently became the natural workgroups. The members
of the project were organised into these four teams based on interests and skills.
TEAM

RESPONSIBILITIES

Engine

Searched for and converted an open source engine to EPOC-code.

Test

Tested most of the code that the project generated. They also
participated in some usability tests of the first version of the browser.

Quality and Management (QM)

Handled the documentation, customer contact and the overall
management of the project.

User Interface (UI)

Designed functionality and implemented the graphical user interface
of the application.

The boundary between the different groups was quite buoyant so that resources could
easily move between different tasks and members of one team could have tasks without
regard to the team they belonged to.
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Our task
In mutual agreement, our responsibility as MDA-students in this project naturally was
to work with the design of the interface and to ensure that Symbian’s requirements of
usability were achieved. We took part in the UI-team together with two developers. As
designers we took responsibility for the design and functionality, whereas the
developers main task was to implement the design and partly participate in our usability
work.
Our experiences in handheld devices were limited and thus we had to put effort
into learning about them. We also had to obtain knowledge of how PDAs4 and WIDs5
are used, what the usage is today and what it will be in the future.

The EVO model
As a requirement in the course the projects were to use the EVO development model
(Evolutionary project management) created by Tom Gilb. EVO is a process based on
feedback and learning how to reach objectives, and even what those objectives
realistically should be. The method involves a series of incremental deliveries; each
delivery contributes an operable, functional, valuable and partial system. The system is
developed and delivered to its users in small evolutionary increments.
The EVO model was difficult to apply to our project. The many incremental
deliveries were hard to fulfil when we had the complex engine to convert to EPOC. The
different parts in the engine were tightly connected and they all needed to be finished
before the engine ran. Until the entire engine was running we could not deliver an
application with any functionality visible to the user.

4

Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). An mobile hand-held device that provides computing and information storage and retrieval
capabilities for personal or business use, often for keeping schedule calendars and address book information handy.

5

Wireless Information Device (WID). An integration of the PDA and the cellular phone. See Part I: Wireless Information Devices.
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We divided the project work into tree EVO-steps:

Evo step 1

Evo step 2

Evo step 3

Date

2001-02-26 - 2001-03-23

2001-03-26 - 2001-04-06

2001-04-09 - 2001-05-18

Requirements

UI-specification

UI-specification, Mock-up 2, UI
related requirements in the
Requirements Specification

Requirements Specification

Design

Design of Mock-up 2

Design of UI, which includes class
diagrams and interaction diagram

Design from Evo step 2 and
Gecko architecture

Assemble

Create Mock-up 2

Implementing UI

Implementation UI,
integrating UI and engine

Test

Usability tests of Mock-up 2

Verify against the UI-specification
and Mock-up 2

System test

Delivery

Delivery to customer
2001-03-19

Delivery to customer
2001-04-03

Final delivery to customer
2001-05-08

Study

Feedback and updates

Feedback and updates

The product must be updated if
there are complaints from the
customer with regard to the
requirements. When the
product is accepted by the
customer, the project group
starts with the conclusions

Backroom
activities:

Porting of the engine.
Implementing the UI

Integrating UI and engine

None

Note: This table only displays the core EVO-steps. See Part II – Designing the Zimbia web browser, for details of our
usability work.

In the beginning of the project, user interface specific deliveries without any
functionality were made. This was a result of the complex engine that could not be
finished or partly delivered until the end of the project.

Wireless Information Devices
The integration of the mobile phone and the PDA makes a Wireless Information
Device, WID. One of the primary differentiating factors between browser phones
(WAP) and WIDs is that the user of a browser phone must store data on a public server,
while the user of a WID is able to store applications and data directly on the device
itself. With a browser-enabled phone, within network coverage, users have the
capability of booking plane tickets, reviewing bank balances or checking news
headlines, for instance. With Wireless Information Devices, the opportunities are
enhanced because people will have continuous usage of their devices whether online or
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offline. In other words, users do not have to be online to access Internet content. Web
pages can be stored locally on the device and previously downloaded files can be saved
for further use. Today for example, WIDs are used for time planning, phone, contacts,
notes, WAP. Increasing usage areas are different kinds of media players, where
applications build on positioning and games. In this report, we will use the term PDA
since the differences are vague and the WID is an enhancement of the PDA.
The fact that the device is mobile puts the designer of applications in a difficult
situation. The context where the device is to be used is big and unpredictable. There are
a lot of factors that may have to be considered in the design6.

Ericsson WID prototype of EPOC Quartz

The Quartz Reference Design
The web browser we constructed was to be designed for Symbian’s “Quartz” reference
design which is for use in tablet styled communicators. The operating system can be
communicating with stationary computers and networks.
Symbian provides extensive design guidelines that set recommendations for
design of third-party applications. The recommendations concern topics such as layout,
use of graphical components, information structure and design concepts. The Quartz
reference design is pronounced to be easy to use for non-technical people. This leads to
an interface with not so many confusing possibilities to perform actions. The choice to
keep the design simple also results in obstacles for more advanced functionality such as
“right click” and “drag and drop”.

6

This will be discussed further in Part III – Requesting Utility.
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Quartz features
• One-quarter VGA screen 240 × 320
pixels

• WAP browser
• Personal-Area-Networking (PAN)

• 256 colours

• Bluetooth wireless technology

• Pen-based user interface

• Handwriting recognition

• Full messaging suite

• Virtual on-screen keyboard

• Full personal information

• To-do list

management
• HTML browser

• Voice recorder
• Clock and calculator

The Quartz Emulator
Since there is no existing hardware for the
Quartz reference design at present we had to
develop for the Quartz emulator. The emulator is
a piece of software that graphically and
functionally represents a WID. It simulates
EPOC 6.0 with the Quartz reference design.
Thus we were trapped in front of the
stationary computer’s screen. We did not have
access to the functional artifact in its real
environment. The interaction with the WID is an
example of what the PC emulator could not
support. The physical WID supplies hardware
buttons and a pen for interaction. This often
made us confused in design decisions and has
surely resulted in several design mistakes.
The EPOC Quartz emulator for Windows
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In this section we explain and discuss how we carried out the work, our use of different
methods, and relate our experiences to literature within the area of usability,
participatory design and software development.
The process of designing the user interface was restricted to ten weeks from the
start of the project. Thereafter, the design was to be finally determined in a User
Interface Specification (UI-specification), since the implementation was to begin. The
requirements of the browser had to be defined early in the project to be able to discuss
them internally and with the customer. The Requirement Specification was to be agreed
on internally after six weeks and signed by the customer after nine weeks. This had
some consequences on our design work.
We were to define the usage of the web browser early. Main difficulties in our
usability work were to define who the user was, in what context the web browser would
be used and what tasks it should support. The Quartz WID is a general tool for a
diversity of users. It is also mobile and thus intended for usage anywhere and anyhow.
The first task was to decide how we would relate to these matters. Concurrently we
explored the limits of the task by studying the style guide7, hardware, requirements from
Symbian and the features of the engine.
A programme of the usability work during the ten weeks is given below.
Project
week

7

Design activities

1

Study of style guide and old Quartz web browser

2

Study of style guide and PC web browsers.
Interviews with PDA-users.

3

Workshop about web browsing on PDAs.
Use cases for the Requirement Specification.

4

Mock-up 1.
Extending use cases to scenarios.

5

UI-Specification 1 and mock-up 1.

6

UI-Specification 1 and mock-up 1.
Preparing usability tests.

Deadlines

First version of the Requirement
Specification to Symbian.

Requirement Specification and
contract final within the project.

Symbians recommendations for third part application developers.
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7

Demonstration film of mock-up 1.

8

Participatory evaluation.
Update of mock-up 2 and UI-Specification 2 according to
feedback from Symbian and the evaluation.

9

UI-Specification 2.

10

Delivery of UI-spec 1, mock-up 1 and
film to Symbian.

Delivery of UI-spec 2 and mock-up 2
to Symbian.
Signing of contract and Requirement
Specification.

Updated UI-spec according to Symbian feedback.
Design process ended.

12
17

UI implemented and delivered.
Final delivery of the web browser.

Note: This table only focuses on our usability work. See Part I – The Zimbia Project : The EVO model, for detailed EVOsteps.

Analysis
We began our work in the project with an analysis-phase in order to define the task, the
context and the limits we had to deal with. At the end of the analysis we gradually
entered the design-phase, but the two phases are hard to separate. While analysing the
problems, ideas of design solutions arose. It is hard to tell when these ideas were shaped
into more concrete design solutions. For example, some rough design solutions were
sketched during the analysis.

Assumptions about the user of Quartz
We wanted to start by establishing what user we were to design for. This is a problem
that also Symbian usability professionals experience and do not yet have a solution to.
Symbian’s only definition of the user was “less technical” which was not very
informative. To get a notion of what level of computer skills the user should have
according to Symbian, we studied design recommendations in the style guide and
general design solutions made in available quartz applications. Based on these studies,
we made the following assumptions:
• The Quartz user has a basic knowledge of Quartz EPOC navigation concepts
and design solutions like, for example, tapable icons since the design should be
coherent with other Quartz applications.
• The Quartz user does not care about technical matters such as information about
files and size of memory since the file handling is hidden from the user.
• The Quartz user is able to interact with the WID using a pen and/or hardware
buttons.
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Still, we had to decide what the user wanted to use the browser for and in what context.
Since Symbian requested a web browser based on existing third party software we
decided that the web browser on the PDA would be used for the same purposes as web
browsers on stationary computers. Considering the small screen area and the different
ways of interaction, there would be changes in the graphical user interface. The focus of
our work was thus narrowed down to adjust the appearance of the interface to the WID.

Assumptions about the technology
Except for the few technical definitions of Quartz8, the specifications from Symbian
about the hardware were not detailed. Actually they did not know what hardware or
network our web browser was supposed to run on. The formal agreement was to
develop for the emulator.
Facts like connection speed, type and costs highly affect the design. For example,
the possibility to locally save a web page is much more important if the connection is
slow and expensive than fast and cheap.
Handling the displaying and loading of images differs depending on what kind of
hardware the browser runs on. If the costs are high the user may wish to use valuable
bandwidth for downloading text only. In agreement with Symbian, we chose to make a
generic design that would be acceptable for the existing GSM network but also for the
next generation, UMTS.

Web browsers of today
We proceeded by exploring existing web browsers on stationary and handheld
computers. A web browser is an application that provides a text- or graphics-based
interface to HTML-documents on the World Wide Web. The web browser has rules9 on
how to interpret and display HTML-documents. These rules are standard and are to be
followed in order to make it possible for the web page developer to determine the
design of a web page. The responsibility of the web browser is to provide fast and easy
navigation within and between web pages. The design we made was to support these
issues.

8
9

See Part I, The Quartz reference design, Quartz features.
Rules defined by the W3C. http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/
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To learn about web browsers and the functionality they offer, we studied different types.
We looked for what basic functionality is required in a browser, like entering an URL or
handling bookmarks. During the studies we also took an interest in different design
solutions of the graphical user interface. We looked at the use of buttons and menus in
the browsers and what functionality was offered in the PDA browsers compared with
the browsers on stationary computers. Besides web browsers we also examined PDA
applications to learn about the structure and navigation. The access to PDAs was strictly
limited to the ones on PDAs owned by project members or supplied by Symbian. The
PDAs we studied were Palm III (Palm OS), Compaq I-paq (Pocket PC), Psion s.5 and
Siemens IC 35. The studies resulted in the following observations:
• The number of options in Preferences are cut down and simplified in the PDA
browser.
• Only the most frequently used functionality is represented by buttons in the
interface.
• Mail and news are excluded from the PDA browsers.
• It is difficult to enter complicated text such as URLs on a PDA.

During the studies we made a list of functionalities that we thought were necessary to
implement. This list of functionality was discussed with the developers in both the UIteam and the engine-team. After the discussions the list served as basic data for the
creation of the first version of the Requirement Specification.

The use of Quartz Style guide
We began the design process with studies of the style guide and applications on Quartz.
When in question of what graphical component to use, we took advice from the style
guide. The style guide was restricted to low-level design choices, such as check boxes
should not be used in menus. Still, it limited our design ideas.
Form and content are closely related and cannot be separated (Crampton Smith &
Tabor, 1996). Form affects the content and the content cannot be perceived without
form. There is no universal graphical design that always shows the content optimally.
Bödker (1990) stresses that the user interface cannot be treated independently of its
purpose. She claims that each design situation is unique and that the designer must
consider the circumstances in the user’s activity in order to make a good design. Rather,
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the style guide is helpful to keep consistency in design. There will be situations when
the designer must ignore some of the rules in order to support usage in the best way.
For example, in our design we chose to place the compulsory “list view button”
on the disposable buttonbar. This contradicts the advice of the style guide to always
have the list view button visible. In this case, we prioritised saving valuable screen
space above following the style guide.

Interviews
We also made interviews with PDA users to get opinions about today’s web browsers
on handheld computers. Because of Symbian’s confidentiality restrictions we could
only choose users within the project, which resulted in the users we found all being
technically competent. They used PDAs mainly because of curiosity and technical
interest.
During the interviews, the users demonstrated their web browser and told us what
they thought were good and bad features. The users found the ability to zoom the web
page in and out to be important, giving better navigate within a web page. The users
also explained the context in which they used the PDAs, and specifically the browser.
The main use of the PDA was for calendar and addresses. One user also often
used the PDA for reading digital books. Since it costs too much and is too slow to use
the PDA for online web browsing, the users download the web pages on the PC at home
and transfer it to the PDA. One clear example of use was to download newspapers from
the web for reading when travelling. We did not find any other concrete examples of
practical usage of the browsers.
Making the interviews and watching the demonstration of PDA web browsers
gave us some design ideas about the use of graphical components and placing of buttons
and menus. It also made us aware of the basic functionalities that are needed in a
browser.

Future workshop
In the beginning of the project we invited some interested project members and to
participate in a workshop. Because of Symbian’s restrictions, we were only able to
involve people from the Zimbia Project in the workshop. Four software-engineer
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students participated; three developers and one from the quality/management team. We
decided that six people was a suitable number, where everybody could still actively
participate in the discussion. Everybody who participated can be considered an
advanced user of web browsers on stationary computers. One participant was also an
experienced PDA user. We feared that this constellation of users, who also were
responsible for the project, might limit the creativity since they had to implement the
application. Therefore we stated at the beginning of the workshop that the results would
not be decisive for the final design. The participants took active part in the workshop
and presented many creative ideas. As a consequence, the project members that
participated also became introduced to the usability work, which facilitated further
cooperation.
The purpose of the workshop was to start a discussion about the usage of a web
browser on a PDA and what problems to be aware of. Questions to be discussed were,
for example, when, where and why a person would use a PDA for web browsing.
Furthermore, we would discuss design solutions to the problems.
The workshop was basically structured as a future workshop (Kensing, Madsen,
1991) with three different phases: critique, fantasy and implementation. We used a
whiteboard on which we structured thoughts and ideas written on post-it notes. To gain
the “hands on feeling” of a more realistic WID we had prepared simple mock-up10
WIDs of cardboard to interact with. We also had paper and pens with which to draw our
design ideas.
Together we formed a more common inner picture of what we were attempting to
do and what the result of the design should be. As designers, we also had the
opportunity to discuss our early thoughts about the design.
Outcome

During the first part (the critique-phase) of the workshop we discussed why we did not
use PDAs for web browsing. We discovered several design-related problems of the
PDA that we decided to keep in mind when deciding upon the design.

10

A mock-up is a simple prototype, often in paper, that represents the artifact and provides a hands-on feeling.
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• The interacting with the PDA is a presumptive problem. The screen area is small
and does not provide an overview of the web page. The problem is to have 25
buttons without taking up any screen space.
• One of the main reasons for not using the PDA at all was that it costs too much.
Also the speed of transferring data in the GSM net is only 9600 bps, which also
leads to growing expenses.
• The input of text is restricted to handwriting recognition. Entering complicated
URLs is likely to be difficult and time-consuming for new users.

In the fantasy phase we discussed different ideas
about design of the hardware. In the implementation
phase we began thinking of solutions to the
previously defined problems that were more likely
to be realised. The solutions consisted of special
features such as zooming. We did not make a design
of the entire web browser. The design proposals
were drawn on paper and filmed with a video
camera. The film and paper material served as input
when we later made the design.

A sketch of a disposable buttonbar as a
design solution on the space problem.

Discussion

The benefit of working with paper prototypes is that the participants know the material.
Anyone can contribute to the design without technical skills (Muller, 1993). It also
provides a quick and easy way of visualising ideas.
When drawing sketches of the graphical user interface we are forced to think
about interaction technique and graphics. This often leads to focus on specific details
such as button shapes and positioning (Löwgren, Stolterman, 1998). In our experience
this is a problem in workshops where the purpose of the prototype is to intermediate the
core of the design, how it aids the users and fits into the context of work (Erickson,
1995). This possible drawback of the method was favourable in the present situation.
The task was to design the graphical interface since the main functions of a web
browser already were invented.
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Use cases
Based on the studies of existing web browsers, the interviews and the workshop, we
started to write use cases describing the processes of tasks. No design issues were
presented in the stories. The use cases implied requirements and were thus important to
help defining requirements for the second version of the Requirement Specification.
Use case: add a bookmark
• The user is able to add a new bookmark.
• As default, the title of the web page is suggested as the name of the bookmark.
• The user is able to edit the name of the bookmark.
• The user is able to edit the URL.
• The user is able to choose in which folder to save the bookmark.
• As default, the folder “bookmarks” is suggested to save the bookmark into.
• The user is able to create a new folder.
• The user is able to rename a folder
Example of a defined use case…

[bookmark.add]

Description:

It shall be possible to save the URL of the currently opened
web page.

Related requirements:

[GENERAL.OPENHTTPURL]

... that became a requirement in the requirement specification.

Design
Our work in the analytical phase resulted in three main problem areas: readability, costs
and interaction. We also had some rough design solutions dealing with these problems.
The solutions were developed during the design phase and visualised in a mock-up, film
and a User Interface Specification.

Design solutions
We found several enhancing ideas of solution to the problems defined. Some of the
ideas are presented below. Most of them did not become part of the final design because
of factors such as the limited time of the project.
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Readability

Because of the small screen area the user should be able to modify the web page as
much as possible without interfering with the web maker’s design. Providing zoom,
easy navigation between frames, image handling
and customisable graphical components can
enhance the readability.
Zoom

The ability to zoom is important to get an
overview or look closely on a web page. The
zoom function on the old Quartz web browser is
fixed in three steps and the user cannot see the
result of the zooming until the setting is done.
Instead, the zoom should provide direct feedback
and the user should decide when to terminate the
zooming when it’s satisfactory.

An early draft of the zoom function. The zoom is
a sliding bar, which allows the user to adjust the
size of the web page. The zoombar is visible
until the user chooses to stop using it.

Customisable graphical components

To make as much space as possible for the web page, the buttonbar with the most
frequently used functions could be hidden or shown on demand.
Frames

Web pages designed with frames are difficult to read on the PDA. An alternative frame
handling might be to let the user navigate between the frames through a menu.
Images

To be able to customise the web page so it becomes readable the user can also toggle
the loading of images and load specific images. This is important to the readability but
also because of the low transferring rate and costs of online browsing.
Costs and speed

The slow connection and the costs make offline browsing valuable. The user should be
able to store web pages locally on the PDA. A stored web page is admittedly static, but
will load much faster than any today existing telecom network.
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Interaction

To simplify the interaction with the PDA it is also important to be able to reuse
previously entered URLs. URLs can be long and complicated and thus difficult to write
with a pen. To support this, the history of entered URLs and URL-completion are
important.
History

Providing several opportunities of sorting the list of
previously entered URLs enhanced the history. The
list could be sorted by URL or title of the web pages
and alphabetically or chronologically.
URL-completion

For easy input of URLs the browser guesses the end
of the URL being entered based on previously

Prototype image of the history function

entered URLs. URL-completion exists in all the common web browsers and is therefore
expected by the user. The benefits are possibly greater in the PDA browsers than in
browsers for stationary computers.

Mock-up
In order to visualise the design at an early stage we created a mock-up of the browser in
the shape of a poster. With the mock-up we could easily describe the user interface and
the relations between the different functions provided. We created pictures of the future
interface with an image editor, printed them out and put them on the mock-up. As the
design developed we updated the pictures and the relationships between them.
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The mock-up visualizes the different parts of the user interface and their relations.

During the whole project the mock-up was an important artifact both to the developers
and to us. It provided an overview of the application and thus was helpful in
discussions. The mock-up also served as an early design specification, which we
delivered to Symbian. Symbian appreciated the mock-up because of its early
visualisation of the forthcoming system. By looking at the mock-up they could
determine that we were following the style guide and fulfilling the requirements.
A request from the user
interface developers was to have
their own copy of the mock-up on
their table. Then they could easily
see what they were to design and
they could also communicate
with each other around different
parts of the interface.
A mock-up as a poster is a
rather static prototype where it is
difficult to visualize how the
different parts interact with each

Heinstedt, Johansson
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other. Therefore we complemented the mock-up poster with a video-filmed scenario.
Another approach to early exploration of interaction is to make a dynamic computerbased prototype.
As the different teams in the project proceeded with their respective tasks,
changes to the mock-up became increasingly critical. Apart from the implementation,
documents such as the Requirement Specification, User Interface Specification and Test
Specification were more or less related to the design described by the mock-up and
therefore needed to be updated. One minor change affects all the connected documents
and could therefore lead to a lot of work, and sometimes even re-negotiations with the
customer. Combined with the time pressure, this constitutes a high threshold for
changes of design questions in the late phase of the process. Therefore improvements of
the design were often rejected.

User Interface Specification
According to Symbian’s project structure the UI-Specification is to be written in order
to complement the Requirement Specification and to describe the current design of the
graphical user interface to the developers and test team. The two documents refer
closely to each other through tagged requirements. This makes the requirement more
concrete and visualized. The User Interface Specification was to be updated according
to the Requirement Specification throughout the
process of designing the graphical user interface
until the final design was to be delivered.
We worked with a close connection
between the UI-Specification and the mock-up.
The same pictures occurred in both of them, but
were more detailed and with text explanations in
the UI-specification. The design was described
through use cases and typical courses of events
illustrated with screen shots of the graphical user
interface. Moreover, the components relevant to
the use case were listed and described for each
view and use case.
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The work of the UI-Specification document began after half the time when we had a
clear picture of what the web browser should perform. While writing it the mock-up and
the use cases were of great help. During the writing of the document, gaps in the design
were discovered and could be corrected. Working with the document also generated
new design ideas. The UI-Specification was delivered twice. The first version was
delivered together with the mock-up, where the mock-up gave the quick overview and
the UI-Specification the details. The second delivery of the UI-Specification was an
update according to Symbian’s feedback and the results of the participatory evaluation.

Film
We made an animated film of our design using a mock-up of printed screenshots in
order to present it to the customer. The film demonstrated the interaction and dynamics
in the design, which is difficult to comprehend in a UI-Specification or mock-up poster.
Making the film was useful since it
made us go through all the functions
step by step one more time. It also
made us interact physically with our
design and gave us a feeling of the
dynamics. We went through the
design by interacting with it instead
of just reflecting on it. It is
recommended to create these kinds of
possibilities for interaction in use as a
way of provoking conceptualisation,
i.e., to make us think in steps in order
to evaluate a design (Bödker, 1990).
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Evaluation and redesign
To evaluate the design we presented it to Symbian’s usability experts in two iterative
steps. Furthermore, we let differently skilled users simulate use cases on a mock-up to
discover lacks in the design.
“Users can be involved very early in the design through the use of static, paper-based mockups. This could involve presenting users with sketches of screen images of what a
product/system is to look like and asking them to try them out in a realistic context.”

(ISO 13407:1999, 7.4.4)

Feedback from the customer
As mentioned earlier, one of Symbian’s requirements was to have a usability approach
in the development process. They therefore wanted continuous contact to follow-up the
development of the user interface. The UI-Specification and the mock-up were
delivered twice to Symbian in order to get feedback on the design. A usability expert
from Symbian reviewed our design to see if it followed the style guide and preserved
usability.
Example of criticism from Symbian from the first delivery:
• The dialog window contains too much information.
• There should be radio buttons instead of checkboxes in the menu.
• The user should be able to undo deletion of bookmarks and saved pages.

Participatory evaluation
We decided to test the design we had made on a mock-up in order to evaluate how well
other people would understand how to use the web browser. For this we used a
qualitative method called participatory evaluation. (STF, 2001) The main purpose was
to gather opinions from the users about the design and to observe how well they
understood it. We also wanted to produce some measures by request from the test team.
At this point we could not measure the time it took for a user to perform a task,
since we had no running application. Instead we decided to let the users grade the
learnability and the efficiency of the user interface. The problem was to get enough
users from Symbian. According to Nielsen, usability metrics should be based on at least
twenty users (Nielsen, 2001). For qualitative methods, three to five users are sufficient
Heinstedt, Johansson
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according to Nielsen. Since we had limited access both to users and to time we decided
that five users would be enough to give us the information we were looking for. The
opinions of the users were more valuable for the design than the metrics.
Each user was asked questions about his/her experience of web browsing,
computer skills and PDA skills. The answers were given in a scale of 1-5 where 1 meant
little and 5 was very good. This was done to see how the opinions about the web
browser varied between differently skilled users.
Performance

The evaluation was performed on a mock-up that consisted of separate printed
screenshots. One user and one usability person participated. During the evaluation a
number of scenarios were performed. The usability person acted as test leader and asked
the user to do tasks such as:
• Open the web page www.zimbia.com.
• Hide the buttonbar.
• The URL of the web page is not visible. Set the web browser to show URLs.
• Search for a word within the web page. Terminate the search when no more
matches are found.
• Add the currently loaded web page as bookmark.
• You want to see the URLs of the last visited web pages. What do you do?

The user explained what he/she would do, pointing with the pen on the mock-up. The
test leader showed what happened by changing the screenshots. One person from the
test team and an additional usability person filmed the evaluation and made notes so
that the test leader could concentrate on talking to the user.

A usability person and a user discuss and explore different parts of the design.
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Gained experiences

In this test, users with different skills and experience in computers gave us their
opinion. One difficulty is how to decide what level of competence to design for. More
experienced users requested more control over preferences in the browser while
inexperienced users find the technical terms confusing. There is a gap between what
users know and what they need to know. It is therefore important to decide for whom
this artifact should be designed. Symbian’s definition of the Quartz users was “less
technical” which is not very informative. In the preferences of the web browser there
were some technical terms like frames, chache and URL that the less technical users in
our tests did not understand. Despite this, we decided, with advice from Symbian, to
keep the terms. It was considered sufficient to explain them in the help-manual since
they are accepted terms in web browsers.
After the user had performed the different tasks he/she was asked to grade the
learnability, ease of use and efficiency of the web browser. The design was easy to learn
and understand since functionality was limited and no complex and technically
advanced tasks were to be performed. We asked the users if they thought the web
browser supported the tasks they requested. The users approved the design in this case.
How easy do you think the user interface is to learn?
1

2

3

4

5

Very hard

Difficult

OK

Easy

Very easy

Example of a question asked in the participatory evaluation

We question the credibility of the results since the web browser was not used in a
context with a purposeful task. The users probably compared the web browser with the
one they use on the stationary computer, which they are used to, under the assumption
that the purpose of browsing the web on a PDA is the same as on a stationary computer.
So, if the PDA web browser supports the same functionality, then it is given the good
results in our questionnaire.
Participatory evaluation, when the context of use is unknown, only gives an idea
of whether the design attracts the user and if the user understands the logic. The method
is thereby not be neglected. It is useful, but as with other methods it must be used with
awareness of its deficiencies.
Heinstedt, Johansson
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Changes in the design

An example of change performed after the evaluation was the
icons of the saved web pages and bookmarks. Initially, the
icon for a saved page was illustrated as an earth globe and the
bookmark as a bookmark stripe. It seemed hard for the users
in the participatory evaluation to understand the meaning of
the icons. Therefore we changed the bookmark icon to an
earth globe (the web page is not local but globally located)
and the saved pages icon was changed to a document icon
(the web page is saved on the device as a local file).

The icons for saved pages and
bookmarks

Another example is the search function that was
improved with the possibility to search both upwards
and downwards within a web page. This functionality
was requested from the more experienced users. We
found a design that did not made the enhanced

The ”find bar” with possibilities to
search up and down

functionality more complicated to use.

Conclusions
The final application
The Zimbia Project delivered the web browser after 20 weeks. During our design work
we found useful functions and design solutions, such as saving web pages on the WID,
which the project was unable to carry out. The design solutions that became
implemented were the most basic functions, for example entering an URL and
navigating in the history of entered URLs (see picture of the final browser on p. 34).
The four main limitation factors for the project to exclude such design was:
• Engine
• EPOC
• Knowledge
• Time

We consider time as the most important factor since most of the other limits could have
been dealt with given enough work. Because of the time pressure a basic working web
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browser quite naturally was prioritized above the usability enhancing features. The final
design became a compromise that followed Symbian’s style guide and was realistic for
us to implement.
We collected the design ideas that had emerged during the project, but which we
were unable to implement, and presented them in a document called “Future Features”.
This document was later delivered to Symbian in a more informal way.

Usability in the Zimbia Project
In the Zimbia Project definitions were given of what should be done, and the project
had to decide how. This had some consequences on the usability work. There were little
time to get to know the context and users, since the requirements were to be produced
early in order to give time for design and implementation.
There is a problem in defining requirements on a level that allows freedom in
design without too much paper work. It is also difficult to draw a line between software
functionality and its user interface (Grudin, 1993). In this kind of software development
process all changes in the definition of the problem must be negotiated and
administrated which often prevents making use of new ideas. To favour usability, early
requirements should be defined on a high level, leaving out design specific details.
Detailed specification and design decisions should be deferred as long as possible since
the understanding of the problem develops and changes during the design process.
Usability has to be integrated in the organization and not just applied on the
software development process. The Zimbia Project was short of time and when the
choice was between delivering a basic well-functioning product or a poorly functioning
product with enhancing usability functions the choice was naturally the first option.
Therefore, the fact that making a usable product requires some time has to be accepted
and provided for if the requirements on usability are serious.
The goal of the product in the Zimbia Project was fuzzy. There was no clear
definition of the intended user or the context of use. This made it difficult to decide the
level of competence to design for and against which the design was to be evaluated.
There are several recommendations on how to design for usability but we found them
difficult to apply on the Zimbia Project. In order to enhance the web browser for the
mobile context we have to understand its conditions and problems. Without knowledge
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of these problems we cannot design any solutions. Since details but also methods were
lacking, the work became focused on adapting the existing features and interfaces of
common web browsers to the PDA. Naturally this is insufficient if the idea is to make
the web browser usable in a mobile context.
“Taking account of context involves more, however, than crafting a well-integrated interface.
It also requires taking account of the continually evolving social conventions carried out by
context.”
(Brown, Duguid, 1996, p.131)
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The task that was given the Zimbia Project was to develop a web browser out of an
existing engine and to make a user-friendly graphical interface. Our work was to adjust
the common interface of stationary web browsers to the PDA. This was done by
iterative design and evaluation. The issues we evaluated in the design were:
• Is this design easy to understand and to learn?
• Does it perform what is expected of a PDA web browser today?

The evaluation of the design confirmed these qualities. According to the definition of
usability (ISO 9241-11:1998), i.e. effectiveness, satisfaction and efficiency, we consider
the design usable. Still this does not ensure that the web browser is useful.
In this section we take the discussion further, analysing what available usability
approaches provide and request work on how to define contexts for new technology. We
start by discussing the problem of designing a generic product without knowing the
context. Then we describe the usability process in software development. Thereafter, we
examine the different approaches of usability testing, participatory design and
ethnography from a generic design perspective. Finally we make a proposal of how to
approach the problem.

The problem of generic artifacts
Usability is the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.

(EN ISO 13407:1999)
The quote means that in software development it is important to understand and identify
the details of the context in which the product is intended to be used, in order to guide
early design decisions and to provide a basis for evaluation. It is only the user that
determines if the artifact is in fact useful when using it in its proposed environment
(Blum, 1996, pp 200-218). If the context is known there is a better chance to make a
useful artifact.
Usability
steps

Find
context

Define
functionality

Design the
interface

Software
quality

Useful

Usable

User friendly

The usability process can be expressed in three steps that affect the quality of the
software. To achieve usefulness in the product knowing the context is essential.
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When the context with its users and goals are not defined, we cannot know if the artifact
is useful. PDAs and other general devices are intended to be used by anyone and
anywhere and that makes it difficult to define the context of use.
Today, the use of PDAs is restricted to a digital calendar with some extra
functionality. There is hardly any practice of using PDAs for mobile data
communication among the general public. There are few useful services for the web
browser on a PDA to support that we can consider in design. Because of these
difficulties and the time restrictions, our design work has been based on the assumption
that the context of PDA web browsing is mainly the same as web browsing on
stationary computers.
The usefulness of the web browser is dependent on its content, i.e. the web pages.
There must be web-based services that are adjusted to the PDA size, interaction and
context of use to give the browser meaning. Today’s web pages are usually designed for
at least a screen size of 640×480 pixels (VGA). This means that surfing with a PDA,
which has a screen size of 320×240 pixels, is too troublesome. The prerequisites of the
two types of devices offer different possibilities of layout and information categories.
Larger screens can, for example, offer more text, more pictures and a layout based on
empty spaces.

BTH homepage displayed in a
browser on a stationary computer.
Heinstedt, Johansson
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The easy part is to find the physical differences such as screen size, connection speed
and ways of interaction as described. We believe that there are important differences
between being mobile and being stationary that affect web browsing and that may be
important to consider in design. When the user is mobile, factors such as requirements,
conditions and purposes differ. The user is likely to request fast and relevant
information and has low tolerance of errors because the mobile context is more dynamic
and consists of many other elements that demand attention from the user.
When people are on the move, local information such as timetables or opening
hours are often interesting. PDAs could support these
interests to be of value to the user. The questions are
how to understand what the interests are, how users
deal with these interests, and how PDAs shall
support them.

Design of the interaction between the
user and the interface is important,
but…

Usability in software development of generic
products is today still mainly focused on the
interaction between the human and the computer.
Most usability engineering methods consider only the
user’s understanding of the interface and the time it
takes to perform a task. Not much effort is put into
understanding the context. There are a number of cooperative actors and the devices are mobile. This
makes the context complex and we need to work

…to be able to design properly
there should be an understanding
of the context of real-world use.

with usability more carefully and in a greater perspective. Incorporating participatory
design and ethnography in software design can be helpful in this endeavour. In the next
section, we will examine the usability process and some different approaches to making
a product usable.
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Usability approaches
When we initially started to investigate the usability task in the project, three main
problems became clear:
• No existing needs to design for.
• Undefined users.
• Undefined context.

To deal with these problems we looked at the different approaches to achieve usability.
We experienced that most recommendations on design methods concern situations of
specific users in a specific context. There are few recommendations on how to go about
designing for a diversity of users and general contexts.

Recommendations in the usability process
Within the past ten years there has been an increasing awareness of the importance of
human computer interaction in computer systems. It is no longer sufficient to provide
reasonable function at a good price unless the system can be easily and productively
used. In an attempt to codify this usability and provide some consistency from interface
to interface, several standards organizations are working to develop standards and
guidelines.
During our work in the Zimbia Project we took a closer look at the European
standard EN ISO 13407 named “Human-centered design process for interactive
systems”. The recommended elements were familiar to us since they are thoroughly
treated in the MDA programme. Half our time in the project had elapsed, but we found
that our work had followed the recommendations of the standard quite well. The
commonly used usability process consists of the following iterative steps:
• Understand and specify the context of use
• Specify the user and organizational requirements
• Design
• Evaluate
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These steps are illustrated as a cyclic process in the ISO 13407:

The purpose of the human-centred design process according to the standard is to
• make the product easier to understand and use
• improve user satisfaction and reduce discomfort and stress
• improve the productivity of users and the operational efficiency of organizations
• improve product quality, appeal to the users and provide a competitive
advantage.

ISO 13407 advocates the user’s role in system development process. It does not deal
with individual user interface elements or techniques, but rather, with the process
involved designing systems with the human in mind. Activities necessary to ensure
human-centred design of interactive computer-based systems - both hardware and
software - are specified. It provides a framework for reporting that all necessary
activities have taken place. It is a tool for people managing design processes and
provides guidance on sources of information and standards relevant to the humancentred approach.
To establish usability in a standard makes the subject more legitimate in the
software development culture. Thereby it gains respect, dignity and publication.
However, we suggest that use of the standard provides no guarantee that the product is
usable. The standard is mainly developed for people with positions within project
management. The benefits of the standard depend on usability expertise on how to
apply usability methods within the process.
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Methods
In the software developing area there are today several methods to achieve good
usability. It is important to be able to shift between different methods depending on the
goals and concerns. The designer must have knowledge enabling him/her to decide
which method that suits the situation best and to be aware of its limitations and benefits.
The standard, ISO 13407, provides guidance on what elements should be
considered and invoked into the development process. It does not give any concrete
solutions such as clearly defined procedures, that task is left to professionals. Hoberg
has analysed work with system development methods and points out that the knowledge
to make a good design doesn’t derive from the method itself.
“Methods do not create anything, they are a way to bring order and structure to things that
the designer creates – a way of creating mental control”
(Hoberg, 1998)

Clearly, this point is very important and must not be forgotten when using methods like
the ISO-standard, or the approaches for user-centred design reviewed in the following.
Just using the methods does not guarantee usability of the product. The approach must
be implemented by usability professionals and accepted in the whole system
development organisation (Beyer, Holtzblatt, 1998; Grudin, 1993). The professionals
must master their profession to be able to master the method. Knowing what not to do is
essential, but the avoidance of pitfalls is no guarantee of success (Blum, 1996, pp 200218).

Usability testing
Usability testing was first introduced in the end of the 1970s and the early 1980s. Back
then the testing was focused on functions and therefore it usually occurred only once at
the end of the development process to confirm that the system worked (Dumas, Redish,
1999). The experience was that more usability problems arose than could be handled in
the late stage of development. Since then the usability approach has been better
integrated in system development. The process has become iterative with early testing
of the design in order to have time to correct problems.
The traditional software development strives to verify the usability of systems and
software. Thus the usability must be defined in goals and concerns that can be tested
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(Dumas, Redish, op.cit, pp 109-119). One general concern of the Zimbia Project was for
example “Will the new users be able to navigate through the menus quickly and
easily?” The general concern was then specified in sub-concerns such as “Will the new
users be able to find the right menu path to the function ‘Add bookmark’?” Then ways
of measuring the concerns were identified. In this example the concern could be
measured in the number of wrong menu choices and time to complete task.
Typically the tests are carried out in labs. In the labs the user’s interacting with the
software can be thoroughly studied. It is possible to measure the time it takes for the
user to perform certain tasks and examine the course of action in detail. The tests
commonly measure (Nielsen, 2001):
• the time a task requires
• the error rate
• users' subjective satisfaction

Another way of testing is to generate statistics by formularies that the user can fill in,
for example the web based questionnaire WAMMI11 used for evaluating web pages.
After perhaps several iterative design steps we achieve a design that is easy to
understand and fast to use: a “user-friendly” interface.
Although much focus is on metrics the value of qualitative understanding from
observing the user struggling with bad design is known. Attending the tests leads to
better insights since the designer then can see the actual problems. Nielsen (op.cit.)
states that measuring usability can cost four times as much as conducting qualitative
studies. He points out that although qualitative methods often generate better insight,
metrics are sometimes worth the expense. For example, metrics can help managers track
design progress and support decisions about when to release a product.
The measuring of usability fits well with the specification driven view that occurs
in the traditional system development. In this way usability is easier accepted by the
engineering culture of Information Technology. The metrics serve as an artificial
agreement to confirm the usability of the design towards the customer. They also
provide diagnose of problems and visualization of improvements. As designers though,
we must be conscious of what the metrics show us. Usability testing methods are
11

WAMMI (Web site Analysis and MeasureMent Inventory) is an evaluation tool for web sites. It is based on a questionnaire that
visitors fill out to give a measure of how easy to use they think a web site is. (http://www.wammi.com)
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valuable when we have to evaluate a design against requirements. The value of the
methods is thus dependent on how well the context is defined. They do not deal with
understanding context. One way of evaluating music web shops is to compare the total
number of visitors with the number of visitors actually buying something. If a research
shows that only one percent of the visitors make a purchase, is that an indicator of a
poor user interface? These visitors may simply be people using the web site to check
facts about music, which is a way of making new customers.
The goals and concerns of usability testing mainly consider how well the user
understand the design and how quickly a task is performed. These concerns perhaps
generate a user-friendly interface, but do not assure relevance of the product in its
context of use. The need to design applications that are not just user-friendly, but more
deeply rooted in the practices of people using them has been recognised since the mid
1980s (Greenbaum, 1993). That brings us to the approach of participatory design where
the emphasis is on the need to develop systems that work in practice, not just in testing.

Participatory design
To achieve a deeper and more contextually rooted understanding of the domain to
design for, the Participatory Design (PD) approach has developed. PD suggests that
end-users should be involved in the design-process as co-designers in order to
understand users and the work that the system should perform. Then the users’
knowledge of the work practice is preserved. The idea is that the user not only is the
expert of the work practice, but also has opinions on how the practice is to be changed.
Another goal of participatory design is to understand and control the new technology’s
effects on organisational structure and work practice (Grudin, 1993). The original
philosophy is that of democracy in the organisation. The end-user shall take part in
controlling the change of the work place (Ehn, 1993).
There are several different methods of participatory design. Usually designers and
users together design mock-ups of the system, using material, such as paper, that does
not require skill in technology. To work with mock-ups is a way of communicating and
visualising the future system. The mock-up can be tested in scenarios where the user
illustrates its use. Ideally the design becomes a synthesis of the knowledge of users and
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designers. Participatory design methods are typically combined with rapid prototyping
where the prototypes are designed and evaluated together with the users.
PD suggests that the users that will use the product to be developed should be
involved in the design. The approach deals with software development where the
context and users are known. Since PD has treated development of technology in
organizations the users have been naturally defined, although there are difficulties. The
prerequisites of projects like Zimbia are different. Identifying the end-users in design is
hard since even though developers may have a market in mind, the actual users of a
product are not known until the product is brought (Grudin, 1993). There is thus an
uncertainty in product development that can be fatal. The uncertainty is even greater
when designing generic products that are intended to appeal to a broad range of people.
This we experienced in the Zimbia Project when evaluating the design with a number of
differently skilled users. The users’ preferences differed and choosing to adhere one
user’s opinion seemed to exclude others. To satisfy the variety of users, the design must
support both novice and expert use. It is important to decide the characteristics of the
end-users in order to make a representative selection of participating users. The
selection must be done carefully since users are part of context.
Even if characteristics of users will be defined, PD is not uncomplicated. A
decision must be made of what the participating users can contribute to the design. It is
not to take for granted that users would know how they want to change their practice or
have knowledge of the possibilities of the technology. This is especially obvious in the
case of designing the web browser. The WIDs are new technology, which makes it hard
for users to give meaningful responses in PD methods to how they might use them. The
users do not know in what practice of everyday work that they would like to use the
WID and the web browser. They do not know what they are able to use it for, what
services that will be offered in the future.
The users need to be provided with a way of envisioning and experiencing the
technology in the context of their own work practices to be able to contribute to design
discussions (Blomberg, et al, 1993) To deal with this there are PD methods that try to
simulate the context of use by letting users act in scenarios of usage. Thereby awareness
of problems with the artifact in use can be provoked. To be able to do this, the designers
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must have some understanding of the usage (Blomberg, et al, op.cit.). It all comes down
to that the context of use must somehow be defined to know how to ”make use of
users”. The definition of context is partly in defining the users. Therefore a notion of
context is essential before starting the Participatory Design.
The conclusion is that PD in generic design requires that the designers have some
understanding of the context since users do not know it themselves. This has been
recognised and a complementary approach to achieve this understanding is considered
to be ethnography (Blomberg, et al, op.cit.; Hughes, et al, 1994).

Ethnography
The need to understand context when making design decisions has long been
recognised. Therefore HCI researchers turned towards ethnography that is used in
sociology and anthropology. The aim of ethnography is to get a qualitative
understanding of what happens in a social setting. It makes visible the “real world”
sociality as it is perceived by those involved in the setting (Hughes, et al, 1994). The
ethnographer uses several methods, such as, for example, observation, interviews and
video analyses. The use of ethnography has been and is still debated. One purpose is to
aid in requirements capture. When trying to apply this idea in practice many difficulties
arise.
Ethnography strives to describe work, as the users in the setting perceive it, without
judging it. The ethnographer does not start with a clear idea of what will be found
because the context will tell what is interesting. A number of aspects of the context may
turn up to be interesting and it will take time to form a coherent view of what is going
on (Randall, Rouncefield, 2001). The understanding is based on observations from
being present in the environment for a longer time. If the ethnographer would start the
research with a preconceived idea of what to find and look for, the idea of describing
work as it is actually practiced would be lost.
Typically ethnography has been confined to small scale environments such as
control rooms. When the context to be understood is larger and consists of many
distributed actors, the ethnographic studies are difficult to perform. The ethnographer
used to be in the small setting and be able to see everything that was going on. In the
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case of mobile devices such as WIDs, the context spans over many distributed places.
Everything that happens is no longer visible in one place but might partially be going on
in several places simultaneously. This is a challenge for ethnography today.
Furthermore ethnography produces descriptions of work, often in anecdotal form,
in large amounts. These descriptions are not formalised. They do not produce design
proposals, and is therefore often considered too unsystematic to use in software
development. To make design decisions, software-developers request clearly stated
design options and requirements since they typically work under time pressure.
Moreover, the developers interpret the descriptions differently than the ethnographers
since they have not spent time in the context. Thereby might their understanding not be
correct even though they have taken part of the material. There is thus a gap between
the results produced in ethnography and the data developers need for making design
decisions.
Instead of expecting that ethnography should produce design proposals or
requirements, another idea is to use it for sensitising design. It is obviously not easy to
know in advance whether problems of context will be important and for whom. Even if
we cannot determine this, the awareness of problems that might be of concern is still
valuable (Randall, Rouncefield, op cit). Sensitising design means to make designers
aware of the context instead of trying to produce any formal decisions. To be able to do
this, good communication between designers and ethnographers is essential.
Traditional ethnography in research can span over several years in order to
correctly understand the target setting. When applying ethnography to a commercial
project time is more critical. The move from research to commercial purposes takes
ethnography from playing the lead-role to a less central bi-role in system development.
This means new demands on ethnography. No longer can years be spent on acquiring
thorough knowledge of a domain in academic purposes. Ethnography in use of
informing design must give up its academic ideals of perfection to adhere the
prerequisites of systems development.
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Within the research area CSCW12 there are a few ideas about how to use ethnography to
inform systems development on the nature of work (Hughes et al., 1994). There are four
suggested roles of ethnography in systems development:
• Concurrent ethnography: where design is influenced by an on-going ethnographic
study taking place at the same time as systems development.
• Quick and dirty ethnography: where brief ethnographic studies are undertaken to
provide a general but informed sense of the setting for designers.
• Evaluative ethnography: where an ethnographic study is undertaken to verify or
validate a set of already formulated design decisions.
• Re-examination of previous studies: where previous studies are re-examined to
inform initial design thinking.
(Hughes op.cit.)

These four applications of ethnography are built on the discussion of the satisficing
nature of design. Design is a matter of doing the best one can with the resources
available. It is not about achieving perfection, but with attaining a set of compromises
and outcomes, which are good enough for the purposes and the best that can be done in
the given situation (Shapiro, 1994). The merging of ethnography and systems design
also requires a mutual understanding. Systems development must acknowledge the
nature of ethnography. If there is to be effort put into making the product useful time
must be allocated to this kind of work.
To mediate the understanding to the designers, who have not spent time in the
field, debriefing meetings have been used in the above-mentioned applications of
ethnography. This need has arisen from the problem of correctly interpreting the
descriptions produced. In debriefing meetings, ethnographers and designers meet
repeatedly to discuss the data until the designers are considered to have a proper
understanding.
We think experience and creativity is essential when interpreting the ethnographic
studies in order to make design decisions. There is no solution of how to translate
ethnographic data to design. Designers still have to make guesses about the best

12

Computer Supported Co-operative Work (CSCW)
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solutions but in this way those guesses are based on an understanding of the context.
We lacked this foundation in the Zimbia Project.
Ethnography can be valuable to the development of WID applications, but it is as
pointed out not uncomplicated to apply. In the Zimbia Project, there was no usage of
WIDs today to observe. The context is in the future. What ethnography can do is to
describe what is going on today. If we learn about how people use information on the
move today maybe we can learn how to fit the device into these behaviours. But it will
be up to the designer to make the guessing design decisions of how it will be in the
future. In order to let today’s practice be the origin of design, the company has to
determine in what existing behaviours the WID should be used.
In the next section we present a suggestion of how to acquire appropriate
knowledge to design the WID web browser.

Finding the context of the web browser
We conclude that to be able to use ethnography or any design method we must start
with determining what the context of the product might be. The context of the Zimbia
web browser is not fixed to one local place, since the device is mobile and it allows
several actors. If we assume that the web browser will be used for fetching information,
which is only one thing that it will be used for, the issue is the way that people use and
organise information. The World Wide Web (WWW) has an immense lot of
information and one problem will be how to find and sort. People will not be willing to
spend a lot of time doing the finding and sorting. In the mobile context users will most
likely be exposed to stress such as rain or being in time for occasions. The seconds a
task takes will matter. If there are easier ways of retrieving and understanding
information, people will choose them.
In order to make proper design we must get details about how people behave
concerning these issues. There are several contexts where people want to use
information that we can look at such as timetables, libraries or tourism. By looking at
this we can learn how people organise information.
In the Zimbia Project the quick and dirty application of ethnography could have
been used to achieve a general understanding of behaviours in the above-mentioned
contexts. Another alternative, but not as realistic considering the short time, is
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concurrent ethnography that would have been going on simultaneously as the design.
These two, but also evaluative ethnography and re-examining of previous studies can be
valuable to Symbian and other companies that practice generic design. By getting a
thorough knowledge of their users and their behaviours in the target domain it is
possible to do better design and find new applications of the technology.
The contextual studies for generic design must start with guesses of what
behaviours and existing contexts that can be relevant. These guesses can be critical but
they have to be made. What is relevant can often be imagined since there should be
some kind of idea of what the device should be used for. By starting to study what is
thought to be relevant other important issues appear. Ethnography can tell us how things
are today. Then the designer must guess what is relevant to design, perhaps in
consultation with ethnographers. Based on the understanding derived from ethnographic
studies better evaluation and design with users can be made.
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The Zimbia Project was a fairly traditional software development process performed
within the limits of the course Large Team Software Engineering Project. We succeeded
in making an easily understood and functional design according to the expectations on a
PDA web browser. During the usability work some fuzziness about the context of
generic use were noticed. When leaving the project we questioned whether we had
considered the forthcoming problems in the real world. We felt that the design might be
usable, but were not sure of its usefulness since we did not really know the context. This
made us examine available research areas related to design to find out how to deal with
context in design of generic artifacts.
Many companies invest large amounts of money in
developing technology. Still, it is unclear what the
technology is to be used for. The technology developing
companies rely on other companies to make it useful.
The service providers in turn try to profit by

“[…] With such speed the cellular
networks

will

offer

totally

new

possibilities and… Yes, exactly what
we are supposed to use the 4Gnetworks for is still rather unclear.
Video conferences in 3D and better
opportunities for telecommuting are a

forming generic utilities that can be used for many

few ideas.

purposes in many situations by a broad range of people.

Nortel, etc., hope that the service

The success of this endeavour is dependent on how well
the company understands the routine behaviours of
people and how the generic utilities can support them.

Developers at Ericsson, Nokia,
suppliers will invent new services when
the capacity is available. Hopefully the
4G network will provide us with
possibilities we can not imagine.”
(Computer Sweden, 14 May 2001)

There appears to be lack of work on this subject. We do
not reject the development of new techniques without
defined usage. The techniques are often prerequisites to ideas of new artifacts and
services. But we do request some careful thinking before investing large sums of money
in applications for new techniques.
We know how we can test the comprehensiveness and learnability of systems with
users. Furthermore, we know how to design and evaluate product usage with users in its
specific context. Whether the user understands the button in the user interface is
important, but the button must also be connected to a relevant functionality. In the
greater, but most important, perspective the functionality must be useful to the user in
its relevant setting. The usability work thus implies that we have a foundation: a defined
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context of use that we can study or at least simulate. We have to understand and identify
the details of this context in order to be able to guide early design decisions and upon
which to build the usability work. This is difficult to do when the device is generic and
there is no existing usage of it. We suggest conducting ethnographic studies of contexts
where behaviors relevant to the design are thought to be found. The results from such
studies could be the foundation of iterative usability work of participatory design and
testing. We lack this kind of work on defining the context of generic interactive
systems, in new domains, to learn from.
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